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Abstract 
In this paper we introduce a measure of the extent o which a given finite poset deviates from 
being a Ramsey object in the class of finite posets. We show how this measure depends on the 
symmetry properties of a poset. 
1. Introduction 
In the sequel, all posets (partially ordered sets) will be finite. For a poset P, let 
e(P) denote the number of linear extensions of P, and let Aut (P )  be the automorphism 
group of P. We set 
t(P) = e(P)/lAut(P)l. 
An embedding of  a poset P into a poset Q is a one-to-one map 2 : P ~ Q such 
that, for all x, y E P, we have that x < y iff 2 (x )< )~(y). We shall refer to an image 
under an embedding of  P into Q as a copy of  P in Q. The set of copies of  P in Q 
is denoted by [Q,P]. We shall prove the following 
Theorem 1. For posets P and Q and a natural number , there exists a poset R such 
that, for any r-colouring Z of  the copies of P in R, there exists a copy, Q', of  Q 
in R such that Z assumes at most t(P) values on [Q',P]. 
The number t(P) is always a natural number (see Section 2). We call t(P) the 
Ramsey degree of P. We shall also see that Theorem 1 is the best possible in the 
following sense: For any P and r > t(P), there is a poset Q such that for any R 
containing a copy of  Q, an r-colouring of  [R, P] can be found which assumes, on any 
set of the form [Q',P], with Q'  a copy of Q in R, at least t(P) values. 
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A poset P is said to be Ramsey if for each poset Q and each natural number , there 
is a poset R such that, for every r-colouring of  [R, P], there is a monochromatic copy 
of  Q in R. It follows from the preceding that P is Ramsey iff e(P) = [Aut(P)l. This 
is easily seen to be the case iff P is an ordinal sum of antichains. This characterisation 
of  Ramsey posets is well known and was first stated by Ne~et['il and R6dl in [4]. 
The proof of  Theorem 1 appears in Section 4. This proof was greatly influenced 
by the ideas of Paoli et al. in [5]. 
2. Linear extensions 
2.1. If n E ~, we write [n] for the set {1 . . . . .  n}. The symmetric group on [n] is 
denoted by S~. We shall frequently use the one-line notation for elements of  Sn; that 
is, if ~ is a permutation of  In] which maps i into 7ri, say, for i = 1 . . . . .  n, then we 
denote ~z by the word Ztl... ~Zn. The cardinality of a finite set A is denoted by IAf. 
I f  P, Q are posets, we write P × Q for the cartesian product, P ® Q for the ordinal 
sum and P+ Q for the disjoint union of  P and Q. I f  P = (X,P) is a poset, we 
frequently write x <<, y(P) or x <~ y(P) instead of (x, y)  EP. A total order L on X is said 
to be a linear extension of  P if P C_ L. The number of  linear extensions of P is denoted 
by e(P). 
Let LI,L2 be linear extensions of  P. We say that L1 and L2 are equivalent and write 
L I ~ L2, if the unique order preserving map (X, L1 ) ~ (X, L2 ) induces an automorphism 
of P. The number of  equivalence classes with respect o ~ is denoted by t(P). 
I f  P, Q are posets and L,M are linear extensions of  P, Q, respectively, an embedding 
of  (P,L) into (Q,M) is a poset embedding ~b :P  ~ Q which also preserves the linear 
extensions L and M; that is, x < y(L) iff qS(x) < c~(y)(M). If, moreover, q5 is a 
poset isomorphism, then we say that (P,L) is equivalent o (Q,M) and we write 
(P,L)~-(Q,M).  
2.2. Fix some linear extension L of P and label the elements of  P by natural numbers 
l , . . . ,n  in such a way that L will order the elements of  P as 1 < 2 < -.. < n. We 
say in this case that we have labelled P by L. In this context, any linear extension L' 
of  P corresponds to a permutation of  [n] such that, for all i, jE  [n]: 
i < j (P )  --+ 7z-l(i) < ~z-l(j)(t~). (2.1) 
To see this, let n = ~(1)...7~(n) be such that L / orders the elements of  P 
as zr(1) < .. .  < ~z(n). We then have, for i,j E [n], that i < j (U)  ~ x < y(t~) where 
x, y are such that 7r(x) = i and n(y)  = j. Conversely, any permutation ~z of  In] satis- 
fying (2.1), corresponds to a unique linear extension of  P. 
Let d be the set of  7zESn satisfying (2.1). Clearly, Idl = e(P). I f  aEAut(P)<~Sn 
and n E~¢, then azr E ~¢. Indeed, if i < j(P), then tr- l i  < a- l j (p )  and rc-la-li < 
~z-lo--lj(t~), since 7z satisfies (2.1). This means that Aut(P)  acts on d ;  it is obvious 
that this action is faithful. 
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Note that Tel, 7~ 2E o~4 correspond to equivalent linear extensions of  P iff nl = an2 for 
some cr E Aut(P) .  There are therefore xactly t (P)  orbits under this group action and 
each orbit is of size ]Aut(P)l.  Hence 
t (P)  = e(P) / lAut (P) l .  (2.2) 
2.3. For a linear extension L of  P, let P(L),  the L-extension pattern of P, be given 
by 
P(L)  = (nl . . . . .  he), e = e(P)  
where, following the notation of 2.2, the permutations rci are the elements of  ~ '  which 
are arranged according to the lexicographic ordering, induced by the natural ordering 
of  N. Here we assume that the permutations have been presented in the one-row 
notation. 
Example. Let P : (X ,P)  be the poset where X = {a,b,c ,d} and P : {(a,c) , (a ,d) ,  
(b,c)}. I lL1 orders X as a <b <c  <d,  then 
P(L I )  = (1234,1243,1423,2134,2143) 
and if L2 orders X as a < b < d < c, then 
P(L2) = (1234,1243,1324,2134,2143). 
2.4. Note that if (P, L1 )~-(P,  L2) then P(L1) = P(L2). Indeed, if P(L1 ) = (hi . . . . .  he) 
and, after having labelled P by L1, if  ~r is the order preserving map of Ll into L2, 
then a is an automorphism of P. Hence anl , . . . ,~rne are the distinct linear extensions 
of P. If  we now label P by L2, then the extensions an l , . . . ,ane  become n l , . . . ,ne ,  
respectively. 
2.5. Let P be a subposet of Q and let M be a linear extension of  Q. Write 
Q(M)  = (pj . . . . .  PE) ,  E = e(9_)  
for the M-extension pattern of Q. Let L be the restriction of M to P. Write 
P(L)  = (nl . . . . .  he), e = e(P). 
For i = 1 . . . . .  E, if Mi is the linear extension associated with Pi, and L' is the 
restriction of Mi to P, then we say that Pi corresponds to nj if the latter is the 
permutation associated with L 1. 
For j = 1 . . . .  ,e, let s ( j )  be the smallest number s such that Ps corresponds to nj. 
Then s is a strictly increasing function. This beautiful observation is proved in [5]. 
We shall apply this observation as follows: Suppose w is any finite word in the 
letters pl . . . .  ,PE such that, for l~<i <j<~E,  the first appearance of Pi precedes the 
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first appearance of pj in w. Let w 1 be the word obtained from w by replacing each 
occurrence of pi by ~j when pi corresponds to ~zj. Then, for all 1 ~< i < j ~< e, the first 
appearance of ni precedes the first appearance of ~zj in w. 
3. Preliminaries from Ramsey theory 
3.1. I f  S is a set and n a natural number, we write (s) for the set of n-element subsets 
of S. A simple iteration of Ramsey's original theorem [6], yields the following: 
Theorem 2. For natural numbers k ,m,n, r  there exists a number N such that, i f  
Xl . . . . .  Xk are finite sets each of  cardinality >~N, then, for  every r-colourin9 
Z : (Xml) × • • • × (Xmk) --+ Jr] 
there are n-element subsets T1 . . . . .  Tk of  X1 . . . . .  Xk, respectively, such that )~ is mono- 
chromatic on (2) ×""  × (~)" 
In the sequel, for given k, m, n,r, the smallest N witnessing the validity of this 
theorem is denoted by S(k, m, n, r). 
A proof of this theorem (the product Ramsey theorem) appears, for example, in [2]. 
3.2. I f  X is a finite set and e E ~,  we write H(X,e)  for the set of partitions of 
X into e blocks. I f  e<~E, rCo E H(X ,E)  and n E H(X,e),  we write ~z0~<Tz if every 
block of n is a union of some of the blocks in rr0. We have the following important 
result: 
Theorem 3 (Graham-Rothschild [1, Corollary 10]). For natural numbers e,E and r 
with e <<.E, there exists a number k such that, for  every r-colouring x : l I ([k],e) ~ [r], 
there is some noEH([k] ,E)  such that Z is constant on all nE I I ( [k] ,e)  with no <<.n. 
For a given e,E and r, the smallest k witnessing the validity of this theorem is 
denoted by p(e, E, r). 
4. Proof of Theorem 1 
4.1. For posets P and Q and a linear extension M of Q, we write zm for the number of 
non-equivalent linear extensions of  P which are equivalent o linear extensions which 
are the restrictions of M to a copy of P in Q. Let z(P, Q) be the smallest value of ZM 
as M ranges over the linear extensions of Q. It is clear that T(P,Q)<~t(P). 
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4.2. We shall prove the following generalization of  Theorem 1: 
Theorem 4. For posets P, Q and a natural number r, there is a poset R such that 
for  every )~: [R, P] ---+ [r], there is a copy O' o f  O in R such that Z assumes at most 
z(P, Q) values on [Q',P]. 
4.2.1. Set z = ~(P, O). Assume that P and O have m and n elements, respectively. Set 
e = e(P), E = E(Q)  and k = p(e,E , r  ~) where p is defined in 3.2. Let l = ]II([k],e)] 
and set 
N = S(k ,m,n,r  ~l) (4.1) 
where S is defined in 3.1. We shall show that Theorem 4 holds for R = [N] k, the 
cartesian product of  k chains, each of  size N. 
4.2.2. Let M be a linear extension of Q such that zM = z(P, Q) and let S be a set 
of z = z(P, Q) non-equivalent linear extensions of  P which are equivalent o linear 
extensions which are the restrictions of M to a copy of  P in Q. 
Let Z be an r-colouring of  copies of  P in R. We define an induced colouring 
~" ([Nmm])kx Sf' xlT([k],e)---+ [r ] 
as follows: Let (T1 . . . . .  Tk,L,~) be in the domain of  ~. Assume the blocks of the 
partition = are given by ~1 . . . . .  ~e, where min ~ l  <" • • < min ~e. We define a subposet 
P(T1 . . . . .  Tk,L, zQ as follows: Write P(L )= (~1 . . . . .  C~e). For j = 1 . . . . .  k, i f j  belongs 
to ~i  let T(j be the m × 1 column, the transpose of  which is given by (tcrT,(l), . . . ,  t T,~m )), 
when Tj = {tl < . . .  < tin}. 
We let the elements of P(T1 . . . . .  Tk,L, n) be the rows of  the matrix A whose columns 
are given from left to right by T( . . . . .  T~, respectively. Denote the rows of A from top 
to bottom by p~,...,Prn, respectively. 
Suppose now that the elements of  P are labelled by L. Then, for 1 ~<a, b ~<m, we 
have that Pa < Pb in P(T  1 . . . . .  Tk,L,n), iff crTl(a) < o 'z l (b ) (~) ,  for each i = 1 . . . . .  e. 
Since, as is well-known, a partial order is the intersection of  all its linear extensions, 
this means that 
p~ < ph(R) ~ a < b(P). 
In particular, P(TI . . . . .  Tk,L,n) is a copy of  P in R. 
We now set 
~(rj  . . . . .  Tk,L, it) = )~(P(T~ . . . . .  Tk,t,  ~)). 
4.2.3. We can identify ~ with an rt~-colouring of ([N]) k By (4.1), there are n-element 
\ r n !  " 
subsets VI . . . . .  Vk of [N], such that, for each ~ E / / ( [k ] ,e )  and each L E ~,  the map 
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~b assumes a constant value, c(L,n), for all (T1 . . . . .  Tk,L,n) with (Tl . . . . .  Tk)E (m r') × 
" '×  (~). We can think of  the map (L ,n) - -*c(L ,n)  as an r~-colouring of H([k],e). 
Since k = p(e,E,r~), there is some no E H([k],E) such that, for each L E Aa, there is 
a constant c(L), such that 
Z(TI . . . . .  Tk,L, n) = c(L) 
for all T, . . . . .  T~E (~)× . . .  ×(~)  and nEH([k] ,e )  with 7z0~<n. 
4.2.4. Assume that the blocks of  n0 are given by d l  . . . . .  ~E, where mind1 <. . .  < 
min dE.  Let M be the linear extension of Q as defined in 4.2.2 and write 
Q(M)  = (al . . . . .  aE). 
For j = 1 . . . . .  k, if j belongs to block ~¢/ of no, let Vj' be the n × 1 column, the 
transpose of which is the row (v~7~O) . . . . .  vaT,(n)) , when Vj = {vl < " "  <vn}, say. 
Write ql . . . . .  qn for the rows (from top to bottom) of  the matrix (V( . . . . .  Vkr). 
Note that if we label Q by [n] via M, then i ~-~ qi defines an embedding of Q into 
R. Write Qr for its image and M'  for the linear extension ql < " "  < qn of Q~. It is 
clear that (Q ,M)  ~_ (Q~,M~). For i = 1 . . . . .  E, we write M[ for the linear extension 
of  Q'  which orders Q'  as q~io) < "'" < qo,(n). 
Let P~ be a copy of P in Q'. Writing U for the restriction of  M ~ to P ' ,  we find, 
for some LEA a, that 2: (P,L)  ~ (P ' ,L ' )  for some isomorphism 2 :P  --+ P' .  
Having labeled P by L, we write Pi for 2(0, i = 1 . . . . .  m. Let A be the m × k-matrix 
whose rows from top to bottom are given by Pl . . . . .  Pro. Fix jE [k] .  I f  (Ul . . . . .  urn) is 
the transpose of Tj, the jth column of A, and if we rearrange ul . . . . .  Um in increasing 
order as tl < --- < tin, let # E Sm be such that Ua = t,-'(a), a = 1 . . . . .  m. Then # 
corresponds to a linear extension of  P. Indeed, if a < b(P), then Pa < Pb(P'), and, so, 
ua < Ub(~), which is the same as to say that p - l (a )  < #- l (b) .  Moreover, if j is in 
block ~¢, of  no, then ai corresponds to # in the sense of  2.5. To see this, define r(a) 
by qr(a) = Pa for a = 1 . . . . .  m. Then the transpose of Tj is given by 
(tu-,O) . . . . .  tp-,(m)) = (Vai--,(r(1)) . . . . .  V%-' ( r (m)))  
when Vj = {Vl < ""  < vn}. Since both ta and Vb are increasing in the indices a and b, 
we have, for a, bE [m]: 
#- l (a )  < #- l (b) ( l~)  ~ a71(r(a)) < o-~-l(r(b))(~). 
This means exactly that for a, b E [m]: 
a < b(#)  ~ pa < pb(M' ) .  
4.2.5. We now associate with P'  the following partition zrEH([k],e): I f j  = 1 . . . . .  k 
and if the permutation # associated with the jth column of A as in 4.2.4 is the ith 
element of  P(L), we place j in the ith block ~i of n. It is clear that no ~< n. More- 
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over, it follows from the observation i  2.5 that min ~1 < " ' "  < min ~e. Consequently, 
P' = P(TI . . . . .  Tk,L,n) 
where Tj is the set of elements in the jth column of A. It follows from 4.2.3 that 
z (P ' )  = c(L). 
We have shown that Z assumes at most z values on [Q', P], as required. [] 
4.3. It is readily seen that for r>>,t(P), if R is any poset containing Q, there is a 
colouring Z of [R, P] such that Z assumes on any set [Q', P], with Q' a copy of Q in 
R, at least z(P, Q) values. 
Indeed, let N be a linear extension of R and let L1 . . . .  , L  t be t -- t(P) nonequivalent 
linear extensions of P and for P '  C [R, P], let z (P ' )  be j when the restriction of N 
to P'  is equivalent to Lj. 
4.4. It follows that, in order to show that Theorem 1 is the best possible, it suffices 
to construct, for every poset P, a poset Q such that z(P, Q)= t(P). For this purpose, 
we note that Theorem 16 in [5] states that, for each linear extension L of P, there 
exists a poset QL such that, for each linear extension M of QL, there is an embedding 
of (P,L) into (QL,M). I f  L1 . . . . .  Lt, t = t(P), are nonequivalent linear extensions of 
P, set Q = QL, + ' "  +Qt,. Then, in the notation of 4.1, we have ZM = t(P) for each 
linear extension M of Q. Consequently, z(P, Q) = t(P), as required. [] 
5. Conclusion. 
The analogues of the Ramsey degree for various structures other than posets can 
also be shown to exist. For example, if G is a finite graph with n vertices, the Ramsey 
degree of G can be shown to be given by n!/IAut(G) [. I f  P is a poset of height 
2, having k, respectively l, elements of height 1, respectively height 2, the Ramsey 
degree of P is given by k!l!/[Aut(P)l. Here, Aut(P) is the group of height-preserving 
automorphisms of P. These results, which are based on the Ne~etfil and Rrdl theory 
of set-systems [3], will be discussed in a sequel to this paper. 
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